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two triangles touching each others Farthest Point



Christo Allegra visualizes the relationship between detritus and the 
ephemeral, as represented by the mundane object and information 
systems.

His work makes the invisible visible in a poetic moment in order to illu-
minate political and aesthetic dynamics and to find connection points 
between the seemingly disparate. Juxtaposition, collage, cut-up, and 
conflation are methods that are used to construct these intersection 
points while technology is used to mobilize that connection.

Work materials include found physical objects, dynamic data streams, 
sociological studies, mathematical algorithms, sensor driven environ-
ments, obsolete hardware and traditional painting mediums.  Cur-
rently, Christo is focused on two bodies of work, “Morphogenesis” 
and “Recession.”

“Morphogenesis” is a body of work focused on building aesthetic 
systems and algorithms then representing their infinite permutations 
via the artist’s mark. These systems are initially modeled via programs 
and then either output by hand in paint, ink or pencil or alternatively 
the mark is fed back into the program for digital output.

“Recession” uses found objects and sculpture to embed information 
into new representational forms. By placing this information in a new 
context, a liminal space emerges to map new interpretations of the 
object’s extant. The singular object is then disrupted by the insistent 
multiplicity of the post-figured overlay.  Financial data is transformed 
by the material choices and their interaction with the viewer.

Previous areas of art practice include hypertext narrative, multimedia 
poetry, the World Trade Center, and queer politics.



eva hesse, Detail of Untitled 



Above all else, it is about leaving 

a mark that i existed: 

i was here. i was hungry. 

i was defeated. i was happy. 

i was sad. i was in love. 

i was afraid. i was hopeful. 

i had an idea and i had a good purpose 

and that’s why i made works of art.

Felix gonzalez-Torres



William s. Burroughs

Hustlers of  
the world,

there is one mark 
you cannot beat:

the mark inside.



son  
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Holy spiriT  
Brion Gysin
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John Minihan, Burroughs  harold Chapman, Sommerville   Udo Breger, Gysin



niKolai gogol



The portrait created a furor in the city. The lady exhibited it to her friends, and 
all admired the skill with which the artist had preserved the likeness, and at the 
same time conferred more beauty on the original. The last remark, of course, was 
prompted by a slight tinge of envy. The artist was suddenly overwhelmed with 
work. It seemed as if the whole city wanted to be painted by him. The door-bell 
rang incessantly. From one point of view, this might be considered advantageous, 
as presenting to him endless practice in variety and number of faces. But, unfortu-
nately, they were all people who were hard to get along with, either busy, hurried 
people, or else belonging to the fashionable world, and consequently more occu-
pied than any one else, and therefore impatient to the last degree. In all quarters, 
the demand was merely that the likeness should be good and quickly executed. 
The artist perceived that it was a simple impossibility to finish his work; that it was 
necessary to exchange power of treatment for lightness and rapidity, to catch only 
the general expression, and not waste labour on delicate details.

THe porTraiT

Nikolai gogol, The Portrait



DarBy CrasH



porT oF sainTs

William s. Burroughs, Port of Saints



Circle Mandalas



niTrous

Allen ginsberg, Kaddish, “Nitrous”



“Allen Ginsberg wanted to fuck you and you’re proud of it?”





THE TEn CommandmEnTs 
of GilbErT & GEorGE

Thou shalt fight conformism.

Thou shalt be the messenger of freedoms.

Thou shalt make use of sex.

Thou shalt reinvent life.

Thou shalt create artificial art.

Thou shalt have a sense of purpose.

Thou shalt not know exactly what thou dost, 
but thou shalt do it.

Thou shalt give thy love.

Thou shalt grab the soul.

Thou shalt give something back.



gilbert & george, Foreword to Postcard Series

posTCarD series



i hate good taste. 

it's the worst thing 
that can happen to a 

creative person.

helmut Newton



helmut Newton, Charlotte Rampling



Christopher Makos, Andy Warhol



Andy Warhol, Warhol Diaries



louise Bourgeois, 1996



Bret easton ellis, Glamorama

glaMoraMa



Anonymous photographer



roland Barthes, Mythologies, “Plastic”

plasTiC



graphis Diagrams



siMon paTTerson

simon Patterson, Foreward



Muller Brockmann, Grid Systems



sMall MulTiples

edward tufte, Envisioning Information



William t. Vollman, Whores for Gloria



Frederic Jameson, The Anti-Aesthetic, “Postmodernism and Consumer Society”
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aliVe + Queer arT

DeaD + Queer arT
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39% alive 36% Queer artist







David Wojnarowicz, Rimbaud in New York



Arthur rimbaud, Illuminations






